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CPI opens new center of excellence
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CPI France moved
into its new facility
in Feignies, France
in January 2019. The
facility includes
a manufacturing
hall, training rooms,
offices and a test
laboratory.

‘Tout arrive en
France’ for CPI
Company builds new
center of excellence for
research, training.
By DJ Slater

P

ascal Mahieux sometimes can’t
believe that a modernized resource
facility for Compressor Products
International (CPI) is located in his stomping
grounds. Mahieux, CPI’s technical director –
Europe, remembers the moment well.
CPI President Bill Favenesi wanted to add
a third center of excellence to the company’s
portfolio, which already had facilities in the
United Kingdom and Stafford, Texas. Mahieux

expected it to land somewhere in the United
States or perhaps the United Kingdom, given
the CPI’s influence in those areas. Then
Favenesi surprised him.
“He came here and said he wanted to put
it in France,” Mahieux said. “He said many of
the improvements out of the company in the
past 10 years came out of France.”
This declaration paved the wave for
CPI to construct a center of excellence in
Feignies, France. Construction began in 2017.
By January 2019, the CPI France staff moved
from their former location in Bavay, France,
to their new home, which offers space
for research and development, staff and
customer training and manufacturing.
“We have strong and skilled people
who have been involved in R&D projects,”

The new facility features a 32,292 sq.ft.
(3000 m2) manufacturing hall.

said Mathieu Tcherbak, general manager,
CPI France. “We showed that we could
dramatically improve the quality of our
products. This was the kind of credibility we
needed to make this new building.”

A look inside
The new facility features a 32,292 sq.ft.
(3000 m2) manufacturing hall, as well as
12,163 sq.ft. (1130 m2) of combined space
dedicated to offices, meeting, conference
and training rooms. The center for excellence
also includes a 4628 sq.ft. (430 m2) test
laboratory designed for research and
development.
A two-stage reciprocating compressor
sits at the heart of the test lab. It operates on
compressed air and nitrogen in a closedloop system and features two double-acting
cylinders. An electric motor drives the
compressor, which has a rated power of 536
hp (400 kW), suction pressures from 116 to
290 psi (8 to 20 bar) and discharge pressures
The facility’s two-stage test compressor operates
on compressed air and nitrogen in a closed-loop
system and features two double-acting cylinders.
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The test compressor
has a rated power
of 536 hp (400 kW),
suction pressures
from 116 to 290 psi

CPI installed Windrock’s Spotlight to the test
compressor for data-gathering purposes.

(8 to 20 bar) and
discharge pressures
from 580 to 870 psi

Spotlight collects compressor data and transfers
it to the Spotlight controller, which sends it to the
gateway and uploads it into a database that can

(40 to 60 bar).

from 580 to 870 psi (40 to 60 bar). Its variable
frequency drive has a speed range from 8.1 to
14.4 fps (2.47 to 4.4 m/s).
“This compressor is a fantastic piece
for our employees,” Mahieux said. “They are
able to see the compressor and train with it.
We can also bring our customers on-site to
demonstrate our products.”
The compressor also includes a datagathering device that allows CPI to obtain
and evaluate pressure, temperature, dew
point, leak rates and rod drop among many
other variables. That data-gathering product
is Windrock’s Spotlight, an automated,
continuous monitoring tool that uses
magnet-mounted or epoxied modules to
gather and record operational data from
a compressor or engine. Spotlight then
transfers that data to a cloud-based system
for operators to access and monitor the
machine’s health and performance (see
COMPRESSORTECH2, March 2018, p. 22).
Integrating Windrock products in the
test lab isn’t surprising for CPI, considering
the two companies formed a commercial
partnership in
mid-September.
The partnership
combines the
two companies’
resources to
develop new
compressor
products with
analytical
support (see
COMPRESSORTECH2, November 2019, p. 23).
“The test lab is for us to develop and test
new and existing products,” Mahieux said.
“Having Windrock’s Spotlight in there is an
26 | COMPRESSORTECH2 | APRIL 2020

be accessed anywhere.

added bonus.”
The test lab also includes a wiper ring
test rig and a valve impact tester that allows
CPI to evaluate these specific components.
The wiper ring test rig is designed to help CPI
improve its wiper ring performance.
The valve impact tester allows CPI to
evaluate the impact threshold of its valves.
With that data, CPI can strengthen the
integrity of its valves and make further
improvements.
CPI France also collaborates with CPI
UK, which has a center of excellence in the
United Kingdom that specializes in materials
for CPI products and has reciprocating
wear test capabilities. This grants CPI full
control over the ingredients and processing
of its reciprocating compressor rings, as
well as wear and rotary tests designed to
benchmark material performance in various
gas conditions.
An example of this comes from the
company’s EmissionGuard TR2 packing rings,
which combines two packing rings into one
to create an enhanced seal compared with
The facility’s testing
capabilities include
wear test rigs and
valve impact testing.

traditional rings (see COMPRESSORTECH2,
December 2018, p. 48). The EmissionGuard
TR2 rings, designed to improve sealing
efficiency and reduce packing vent leakage
up to 50%, have already gone through
extensive testing at the facility. These tests,
which have been conducted on the lab
compressor, have validated CPI’s claims on
the rings’ benefits, the company said.

Faster production
With the CPI France facility dedicated to
research and development, training and
manufacturing, the company now can test
and improve its current products while also
developing new ones faster than before,
Mahieux said.
CPI already has a new product in
the works, which will serve as another
member of the EmissionGuard family – the
EmissionGuard ES3. The ES3 is a static
seal designed to create a zero-leakage
seal with less surface area than standard
counterparts. Those features make the ES3
easier to install and less prone to damage,
the company said.
“We wanted to have a place for
improvement and progression,” Tcherbak
said. “This was a facility CPI needed. It helps
drive our innovation faster.”
CT2

The facility includes a fully equipped training room, which provides a view
of the test compressor and the research and development laboratory.

